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WEAK RADIATIVE DECAYS OF HYPERONS:QUARK MODEL AND NONLOCALITYP. �enzykowskiInstitute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Kraków, Polande-mail: zenzyko�iblis.ifj.edu.pl(Reeived November 23, 2001)It is proved that symmetry struture of the parity-violating amplitudesof weak radiative hyperon deays in the Vetor-Meson Dominane (VMD)approah, and the violation of Hara's theorem in partiular, are also ob-tained when diret oupling eq �q�qA� of photon to quarks is used in plaeof VMD (with alulations performed in the limit of stati quarks). Thus,violation of Hara's theorem in VMD-based models does not result fromthe lak of gauge invariane. It is further shown that, in the stati limitof the quark model, the urrent-algebra ommutator term in the parity-violating amplitudes of nonleptoni hyperon deays and the parity-violating�+ ! p deay amplitude are proportional to eah other. As a result,Hara's theorem may be satis�ed in this limit if and only if the ontribu-tion from the urrent-algebra ommutator in nonleptoni hyperon deaysis zero. Violation of Hara's theorem is traed bak to the nonloality ofquark model states in the stati limit. It is argued that the ensuing in-trinsi baryon nonloality does not have to be unphysial. It is stressedthat the measurement of the �0 ! � asymmetry will provide very impor-tant information onerning the presene or absene of nonloal featuresin parity-violating photon oupling to baryons at vanishing photon mo-mentum. If the �0 ! � asymmetry is found negative, Hara's theoremis satis�ed but the gauge-invariant quark model mahinery prediting itsviolation must miss some ontribution, or be modi�ed. If experiment on-�rms positive �0 ! � asymmetry, then, most likely, Hara's theorem isviolated. Although positive �0 ! � asymmetry admits of the possibil-ity that Hara's theorem is satis�ed, this alternative is in disagreement withhints suggested by the similarity of photon and vetor-meson ouplings andthe observed size of parity-violating nulear fores.PACS numbers: 12.39.�x, 13.30.�a, 11.30.�j, 03.65.Ud(1253)



1254 P. �enzykowski1. IntrodutionThanks to the experimental programmes pursued at Fermilab and CERN,important data on weak radiative hyperon deays (WRHDs) should be avail-able within the next year or two. These data will provide ruial input, whihwill diret further attempts to understand WRHDs.Theoretial approahes to WRHDs may be divided into two lasses a-ording to whether they (1) satisfy or (2) violate the theorem due to Hara [1℄,whih states that the parity-violating (p.v.) amplitude of the �+ ! pdeay should vanish in the SU(3) limit. Sine the assumptions of Hara'stheorem are fundamental (i.e. CP onservation, gauge-invariant loal �eldtheory at hadron level, and the absene of exatly massless hadrons), onemay be tempted to disard lass (2), and laim that any obtained violation ofthe theorem must result from an unjusti�ed assumption or an erroneous al-ulation. Yet, despite the fundamental nature of the assumptions of Hara'stheorem, the data seem to favour its violation [2℄. Clearly, it may happenthat some of these data turn out erroneous, and that the ombined set ofWRHD data �nally agrees with the theorem. However, irrespetively ofwhether one rejets or admits of the possibility that Hara's theorem may beviolated in Nature, it is important to identify the origins of the violation inany given alulation. Only mathematially preise analyses may provide uswith a deeper understanding of the problem, and its resolution when ruialexperimental data beome available.In the quark model of Kamal and Riazuddin (KR) [3℄, Hara's theoremis violated in the SU(3) limit. It has been laimed that this result is dueto KR alulation being not gauge-invariant (see [4℄ and referenes therein).As pointed out in Ref. [5℄ (see also [6℄), suh laims are based on logiallyinorret inferenes. Tehnially speaking, violation of Hara's theorem inKR originates from a ontribution in whih the intermediate quark entersits mass shell, thus satisfying the ondition for a regular free partile [7℄.Sine quarks are not suh partiles, the KR alulation must be onsideredunphysial, if taken literally. On the other side, however, it indiates whatwould be needed for the violation of Hara's theorem to our in Nature.Sine entering mass shell is a feature of asymptoti states, the KR alulationhints that the violation of Hara's theorem requires some kind of nonloality.Connetion with nonloality an also be antiipated from the example ofRef. [9℄, in whih it is proved at hadron level that the violation of Hara'stheorem may our only if the (onserved) eletromagneti axial baryonurrent exhibits some degree of nonloality (see also [5℄).



Weak Radiative Deays of Hyperons: Quark Model and Nonloality 1255It may be argued that one should replae the KR approah with a modelin whih quarks are on�ned to a small region of spae. Hadrons should bethen well desribed by an e�etive loal �eld theory, and Hara's theoremmust be satis�ed as its violation then requires the presene of unobservedexatly massless hadron [2℄. The problem is, however, that quark unobserv-ability may be taken are of only using models based on what is expeted ofon�nement, not on its alulable properties: one annot trae if and howquark unobservability modi�es KR results. This means that the orretnessof these expetations annot be proved or disproved.Thus, we are stuk in a stalemate: in order to resolve the puzzle, we haveto take quark unobservability into aount. Yet, we do not know how to dothat properly. A possible way out onsists in �nding a desription in whihuse of free or on�ned intermediate quarks is altogether avoided. Suh rea-soning led to the idea of the SU(6)W� VMD approah of Refs. [2, 10, 11℄, inwhih photons ouple to hadrons always through intermediate vetor mesons(VMD is known to work extremely well). Then, all unknowns related toquark-level problems are hidden in the p.v. meson�baryon ouplings. Themerit of this approah is that the latter ouplings are experimentally aes-sible in nulear p.v. proesses. On the other hand, the use of VMD maybe onsidered questionable: Ref. [4℄ attributes violation of Hara's theoremin [2, 10℄ to the lak of gauge invariane. The question of gauge invarianearises when VMD is understood in a dynamial sense with vetor mesonsmediating the oupling. Still, even if one rejets the KLZ sheme [12,13℄ en-suring gauge invariane of VMD, the explanation of the violation of Hara'stheorem in Refs. [2,10℄ by gauge noninvariane of the underlying alulationsis inorret. Proving this is one of the goals of the present paper.In this paper (Setions 2,3) it is shown that the basi results of Refs. [2,10℄are independent of the above dynamial understanding of VMD and hold alsofor manifestly gauge-invariant diret photon�quark oupling. Consequently,the violation of Hara's theorem obtained in [2, 10℄ has nothing to do withgauge noninvariane.In Setion 4 the whole sheme and, in partiular, the pattern of WRHDasymmetries are ross-heked against the PCAC approah to NLHDs. It isshown that if the Current Algebra (CA) ommutator in NLHDs is nonzero,the approah leads to the violation of Hara's theorem, while prediting largepositive asymmetry of the �0 ! � deay. It is stressed that negative�0 ! � asymmetry (automatially onsistent with Hara's theorem) wouldpresent a serious problem for the quark model. The deisive role of thesign of the �0 ! � asymmetry as far as the issue of the violation ofHara's theorem is onerned an also be seen from Table I where presentexperimental branhing ratios and asymmetries of WRHDs are gatheredtogether with the preditions of two typial approahes to WRHDs.



1256 P. �enzykowski TABLE IAsymmetries and branhing ratios of four most important WRHDs: HS � Hara'stheorem Satis�ed, Ref. [14℄; HV � Hara's theorem Violated, Ref. [2℄.Deay Asymmetries Branhing ratios�103experiment HS HV experiment HS HV�+ ! p �0:76 � 0:08 �0:80+0:32�0:19 �0:95 1:23 � 0:06 0:92+0:26�0:14 1:3� 1:4�! n �0:49 +0:8 1:75 � 0:15 0:62 1:4� 1:7�0 ! � +0:43 � 0:44 �0:78 +0:8 1:06 � 0:16 3:0 0:9� 1:0�0 ! �0 �0:63 � 0:09 �0:96 �0:45 3:34 � 0:10 7:2 4:0� 4:1Providing an interpretation for the origin of the violation of Hara's the-orem in the quark model onstitutes our another aim. In Setion 5 were�et on the onept of quark position. This reveals that for stati quarks(relevant for the alulations in the SU(3) limit), the omposite quark-modelstates possess nonloal quantum properties. Thus, the violation of Hara'stheorem is traed to intrinsi nonloality of baryons. The question whetherthis property of the quark model onstitutes a drawbak or a virtue is dis-ussed and it is argued that in the limit of zero photon momentum suhnonloality does not have to be unphysial. It is stressed that the sign ofthe �0 ! � asymmetry will provide ruial information on whether thedi�ulties with WRHDs are due to a serious problem in the quark model orto intrinsi baryon nonloality.In Setion 6 we onsider the issue whether a positive sign of the �0 ! �asymmetry requires violation of Hara's theorem. It is pointed out thatthe onnetion between WRHDs and the (observed) p.v. e�ets in NNinterations onstitutes an additional hint against Hara's theorem.Our onlusions are given in Setion 7.2. Quark model in the stati limitIn this setion we disuss the essential steps of the derivation of ourresults (as well as those of [10℄ and of paper [15℄ by Desplanques, Donoghueand Holstein (DDH)). It is known that explanation of the observed pattern ofthe WRHD branhing ratios requires that the dominant ontribution shouldome from us! du proesses shown in Fig. 1.Other possible diagrams have been estimated in various papers as negli-gible [2℄. We want to evaluate the joint e�ets of the proess of W -exhangeand the diret oupling of photon to quarks in an approah in whih expliittreatment of intermediate quarks as free partiles (present in KR) is avoidedor at least on�rmed in an independent way. This was also the original mo-
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(b2) (b2)Fig. 1. Quark diagrams for W -exhange ontributions to parity-violating ampli-tudes of WRHDs.tivation for the VMD approah of Ref. [10℄. All ompliations from stronginterations reside either in the wave funtions of external baryons, or aretaken into aount by the ompleteness of the set of states intermediatebetween photon emission and W -exhange. Couplings of pseudosalar andvetor mesons are desribed by similar diagrams with the photon replaedby a meson and a suitable hoie of urrent in the oupling. Althoughone may ritiise the latter assumption on the grounds that mesons are notpointlike, symmetry struture of these ouplings su�es to derive the re-sults of [15℄. Sine ultimately we are interested in the limit of zero massdi�erene between initial and �nal baryons, our alulations shall be donein the extreme nonrelativisti (stati) limit, with momenta of both photonand individual quarks approahing zero. Taking this limit does not violategauge invariane: one might keep small terms of higher order in momentaand drop them at the end. The validity of the assumption of stati quarksshall be disussed later. Below we give a shemati presentation of quarkmodel alulations. Pratial equivalene of SU(6)W and the quark modeltehnique was disussed in [15℄.2.1. Strong and eletromagneti ouplingsParity-onserving (p..) interations of �elds with quark urrents aregiven by:for pseudosalar mesons gP �ql5qm P lm ; (1)for vetor mesons gV �ql�qm V lm;� ; (2)



1258 P. �enzykowskifor photons el �ql�ql A� ; (3)where l;m = u; d; s label quark�antiquark operator �elds ql. Colour indiesare suppressed.In the stati limit, negleting inessential fators, one may rewrite therelevant strutures in Eqs. (1)�(3) as follows (the diretion of the 3rd axisis de�ned as the diretion of meson/photon momentum k before taking thelimit k� ! 0):for pseudosalar mesons[a+( �ml("# � #")) + a(�lm("# � #"))℄ a+(P (m�l)) ; (4)(+ terms not involving a+(P (m�l)));for vetor mesons�[a+( �ml("")) + a(�lm(##))℄ a+(V (m�l;�1)) ; (5)(+ terms not involving a+(V (m�l;�1)));for photons �[a+(�ll("")) + a(�ll(##))℄ a+(A(�1)) (6)(+ terms not involving a+(A(�1))).Here a+( �ml("# � #")) denotes di�erene of two terms onsisting of produtsof reation operators of quark l and antiquark �m in spin states desribed byarrows: a+( �ml("# � #")) = a+( �m ")a+(l #)� a+( �m #)a+(l ") : (7)In a(�lm("#�#") we have annihilation operators of antiquark �l and quark m.The ordering of indies orresponds to the ordering of quark reation(annihilation) operators, whih satisfy standard antiommutation relations.Furthermore, a+(P (m�l)) is a reation operator of pseudosalar �eld desrib-ing meson omposed of quark m and antiquark �l, while a+(V (m�l;�1)) or-responds to vetor meson with spin projetion down. Similarly, a+(A(�1))desribes reation of photon with its spin direted along the negative axis.For future disussion, we note that for the ouplingg0V �qli���k�qm V lm;� (8)at small momentum k� ; k2�0 one obtains the following struture(k=k0�k3)�k[a+( �ml("")) � a(�lm(##))℄ a+(V (m�l;�1)) : (9)The plus sign in Eq. (5) is here replaed by the minus sign. Correspondingformulas for photons are obtained from Eqs. (8),(9) by taking l = m and



Weak Radiative Deays of Hyperons: Quark Model and Nonloality 1259performing substitutions V ! A, g0V ! �l, with �l being the anomalousmagneti moment of quark ql. Formulas (4-6,9) may be onveniently repre-sented in terms of quark diagrams shown below the dotted lines in Fig. 1.The ordering of quark lines (from top to bottom) orresponds to the orderingof quark reation (annihilation) operators.2.2. Weak interationsStarting from the standard (V � A) � (V � A) weak interation, afterexpressing axial and vetor weak urrents relevant for the transition us! duin a way analogous to that given in the previous subsetion, the ontributionfrom the p.v. part of W -exhange is proportional in the stati limit toHp:v:W = Hs;u �du +Hu;s�ud +Hsu;d�u +Hud;u�s ; (10)whereHs;u �du = a+(u #)a(s #)a(u ")a( �d #)� a+(u ")a(s ")a(u #)a( �d ")+ a+(u ")a(s #)a(u ")a( �d ")� a+(u #)a(s ")a(u #)a( �d #) (11)andHsu;d�u = a+(u ")a(s ")a+(d #)a+(�u ")� a+(u #)a(s #)a+(d ")a+(�u #)+ a+(u ")a(s #)a+(d #)a+(�u #)� a+(u #)a(s ")a+(d ")a+(�u ")(12)with a+(u)a(s) desribing s! u transition of one of the quarks. The abovetwo expressions may be onveniently represented diagrammatially as shownabove the dotted lines in Fig. 1. The ordering of three reation (or three anni-hilation) operators orresponds to the ordering of relevant quark lines (fromtop to bottom). Note that in this language the desription of p.v. proessesis made possible by the appearane of (negative parity) antiquarks [15℄. Ad-ditional four terms with d $ s are to be added to Eq. (10) if ud ! suproesses are to be desribed as well. This makes the whole interationsymmetri under d$ s.Starting from the (V � A) � (V � A) interation, we have also foundby expliit alulation that the orresponding expression for �u�s ! �d�u isobtained from Eq. (10) by replaing quarks with antiquarks and vie versa(without ating on the spin degrees of freedom), and by hanging the overallsign of the Hamiltonian, as expeted. Similarly, expliit alulation hasshown that the orresponding p.. Hamiltonian does not hange its signafter harge onjugation. These heks have on�rmed that the alulation isperformed orretly and does not involve any arti�ial CP -violating e�ets,forbidden by the assumptions of Hara's theorem.



1260 P. �enzykowski2.3. Final presriptionThe �nal alulation to be performed onsists in the evaluation of ma-trix elements of quark vetor or pseudosalar urrent by sandwihing it inbetween external baryoni states, desribed by standard spin-�avour wavefuntions of ground-state baryons and modi�ed by weak interation of Eq. (10).Calulations of the p.v. NLHD and WRHD amplitudes proeed in twosteps:(1) evaluation of the admixture of q�q pairs in qqq baryons generated byEq. (10), and(2) alulation of the matrix elements of urrents �q5q and �q�q in betweenstates with these admixtures.For p.v. WRHD amplitudes the matrix elements to be evaluated are of theform hq01q02q03j Hp:v:W �q�q jq1q2q3i (b1) ;hq01q02q03j �q�q Hp:v:W jq1q2q3i (b2) : (13)For NLHDs, replae the vetor urrent �q�q with the pseudosalar urrent�q5q (thus, NLHDs and WRHDs are related through the spin properties ofthe quark model). Energy denominators have been suppressed: as they or-respond to energy di�erene between qqq and qqq�qq states, they are identialfor diagrams (b1) and (b2). The diagrammati notation of Fig. 1 helps inthe alulations whih are a little tedious but straightforward. They may besimpli�ed by exploiting total symmetry of ground-state baryon spin-�avourwave funtion. Thanks to the symmetry of the wave funtions, it is su�ientto evaluate the ontribution when photon (meson) emission proeeds fromquark reation or annihilation operator (from the �q�q urrent) ontratedwith the third (by de�nition) quark in a baryon. The third quark is alsoone of quarks between whih W -exhange ours. Beause of wave-funtionsymmetry it is su�ient to onsider ontributions in whih the other quarkundergoing weak interations is quark number two. The resulting diagramsto be evaluated are preisely the diagrams of Fig. 1, in whih quarks number1,2,3 are ordered from top to bottom. When the ations of weak Hamiltonianon external states are worked out, one obtains:hq1q2q0 �q0q03j �q�q jq1q2q3i (b1) ;hq1q2q03j �q�q jq1q2q0 �q0q3i (b2) (14)with �q�q ating on the bottom quark line, as shown in Fig. 1.



Weak Radiative Deays of Hyperons: Quark Model and Nonloality 1261The above equations are ompletely analogous to those appearing in thestandard quark-model alulation of baryon magneti moments: the latterare evaluated from the nonrelativisti redution ofhq1q2q3j �q�q jq1q2q3i ; (15)where, beause of the spin-�avour symmetry of external three-quark states,ontribution from the third quark only needs to be alulated.3. Pattern of parity-violating amplitudes and asymmetriesUsing diret photon�quark oupling of Eqs. (3),(6) and the weak Hamil-tonian of Eq. (10), it is straightforward to evaluate the p.v. WRHD ampli-tudes. In this alulation, relative signs of various ontributions are �xedby the employed group-theoreti struture. In partiular, for the �+ ! pp.v. amplitude one obtainsA(�+ ! p) = � 13p2b � 13p2b ; (16)where the �rst term omes from diagram (b1) and the other one from dia-gram (b2). The overall size of the amplitude is taken are of by b , whihis proportional to eletri harge e and Fermi oupling onstant GF. Thesubsript  stresses that the alulation has been performed using diretphoton�quark oupling, i.e. without any intermediate vetor meson. Nor-malisation of numerial fators in front of b has been hosen so that whenthe subsript  is omitted, one reovers formulas of Table 7.2 in Ref. [2℄(Table 3 in Ref. [7℄). These formulas are repeated here in Table II. RelativeTABLE IIAmplitudes b1 and b2.Deay Diagram (b1) Diagram (b2)�+ ! p � 13p2b � 13p2b�! n + 16p3b + 12p3b�0 ! � 0 � 13p3b�0 ! �0 13b 0sizes and signs of all ontributions in these tables are a onsequene of thegroup-theoreti assumption of the quark model and not of the assumption ofVMD in its dynamial sense. This should be obvious from the omparison ofinterations of vetor meson and photons with quarks in Eqs. (5),(6), where



1262 P. �enzykowskivetor urrents Pl el�ql�ql and Pl;m gV �ql�(�3 + �8=p3)lmqm are propor-tional. Clearly, the evaluation of matrix elements of a urrent in betweenhadroni states is ompletely oblivious to the nature of the �eld oupled toit. With quark urrents for photon and vetor-meson ouplings idential, thealulated symmetry struture of p.v. ouplings of vetor mesons and pho-tons must be the same. The only di�erene is the size of the oupling. Thus,VMD may be also understood as a two-step merely tehnial presription ofsubstitution:(i) evaluate the ouplings of vetor mesons to hadrons in the quark model,(ii) in order to see what diret photon�quark oupling would give, performthe substitution (here for the � meson): �� ! eg�A�.In this sense, the results of VMD alulations of Refs. [2,10,11℄ annot be anyless gauge-invariant than those obtained from minimal diret photon�quarkoupling.From Eq. (16) it follows that the p.v. amplitude for the �+ ! p deayis equal to � 23p2b . Hara's theorem might be satis�ed in the SU(3) limitprovided b vanishes. The latter is not true in our quark model alulationsin the stati limit.p.v. amplitudes of the remaining WRHDs (Table II) are also propor-tional to b . This means that in order for Hara's theorem to be satis�ed,p. v. amplitudes of all WRHDs must vanish in the SU(3) limit [16℄. Modi�-ations of the preditions of the stati limit so as to take into aount SU(3)breaking shall be disussed in Setion 6. In Setions 3�5 we aept thatexperimental asymmetries of WRHDs at k� 6= 0 an be well approximatedby the stati quark model presription. A similar assumption was used inRef. [15℄ when onsidering p.v. ouplings of mesons to baryons. Furtherdisussion of this assumption shall be given later.With the oupling of photon to quark vetor urrent proportional to theoupling of U-spin-singlet vetor meson to that urrent, it is obvious that allthe relative signs of p.v. amplitudes alulated in the present sheme withdiret photon�quark oupling must be proportional to the amplitudes of theSU(6)W + VMD approah of [2,10℄, i.e. they are given by the sums of entriesin olumns (b1) and (b2) in Table II. (For larity and in order to exhibit someof the s $ d symmetry properties, the ontributions from vetor urrentswith de�nite quark ontent are given in Table III for the �+ ! p transitionswith p.v. weak interation in the initial or �nal baryon.)Desription of WRHDs requires knowledge of p.. amplitudes as well.These amplitudes have been evaluated in many approahes, suh as di�er-ent versions of the pole or quark models. In the pole model the dominantontribution omes from intermediate ground states. One may also identify



Weak Radiative Deays of Hyperons: Quark Model and Nonloality 1263TABLE IIIWeights of amplitudes b1 and b2 for �+ �q�q�! p in the presene of strangeness-hanging p.v. weak interation (W -exhange) in initial or �nal baryon for vetorurrents with well-de�ned q�q ontent.Current Diagram (b1) Diagram (b2)�q�q h�+j �q�q Hp:v:W jpi h�+j Hp:v:W �q�q jpi�u�u � 13p2 � 13p2�d�d + 13p2 0�s�s 0 + 13p22�u�u� �d�d��s�sp6 � 12p3 � 12p3a orrespondene between the pole and quark model presriptions: up tosome details, the symmetry struture of the p.. WRHD amplitudes is sim-ilar in both approahes. Therefore, p.. WRHD amplitudes may be safelydesribed in terms of the pole model. Reliability of the model is on�rmedby its suessful desription of p.. NLHD amplitudes (f. [2℄).From the pole model we know the approximate sizes and signs of thep.. WRHD amplitudes. In our onventions, these signs are �;�;+;+for �+ ! p, � ! n, �0 ! �, and �0 ! �0 respetively, see e.g. [2℄.Upon taking the sum of ontributions from diagrams (b1) and (b2)(Table II), the asymmetries of the �+ ! p and �0 ! �0 deays turnout to be of the same sign, while for �0 ! � the asymmetry is of theopposite sign [2, 10℄. Relative sizes of p.v. and p.. amplitudes are suhthat if one of the asymmetries is large, all of them are large. In parti-ular, in Ref. [2℄ the asymmetry in the �0 ! �0 deay was preditedto be around �0:45 (or slightly more negative, see [17℄), away from its�rst measurement of +0:20 � 0:32 [18℄. A reent experiment [19℄ gave�(�0 ! �0) = �0:63 � 0:09, on�rming that the �0 ! �0 asymme-try is signi�antly negative (and pointing out an error in Ref. [18℄). Withsubstantially negative asymmetry of �0 ! �0, using the experimentalbranhing ratio and the pole model predition for the p.. amplitude of thisdeay, one an determine b and predit the asymmetry of the �0 ! � tobe large and positive. Although in Ref. [2℄ this predition was obtained inthe framework of a VMD approah, no dynamial VMD is needed to obtainthis result. Here this onlusion follows from diret photon�quark ouplingin the stati limit of the quark model.In fat, the sizes and relative signs of p.v. and p.. WRHD amplitudesan be �xed without any reourse to experimental data on WRHDs or vetormeson ouplings to baryons. One needs to know the data on NLHDs only.



1264 P. �enzykowskiNamely, in both p.v. and p.. NLHD amplitudes there ours the sameinteration of quark pseudosalar urrent with an emitted pseudosalar me-son, and, similarly, in both p.v. and p.. WRHD amplitudes there oursthe same interation of quark vetor urrent with photon. With spin-�avoursymmetry providing the onnetion between the two urrents, the NLHDand WRHD W -exhange ontributions to amplitudes beome related (sep-arately in p.. and p.v. setors) and the predition for WRHD asymmetriesand branhing ratios beomes absolute. Roughly speaking, one has to re-move the fator of gP from the NLHD amplitudes, perform the appropriatesymmetry transformation (i.e. replae the pseudosalar urrent with thevetor one), and multiply the results by the eletri harge. Up to some de-tails, this predition is numerially the one given in Refs. [2,10,11℄. Furtherdisussion of the onnetion with NLHDs is given in the next setion.At this point one may ask what part of the results of [2, 10, 11℄ reallydepends on the assumption of VMD understood in its dynamial sense. Theanswer is: not muh. Sine formulas for the p.v. amplitudes in the presentsheme and in Refs. [2,10,11℄ are idential in the SU(3) limit, the only plaewhere dynamial VMD e�ets may be somewhat important is the desrip-tion of p.. amplitudes. In fat, in Refs. [2,11℄ these amplitudes are assumedin a form obtained from the experimental p.. NLHD amplitudes by sym-metry transformation from pseudosalar to vetor mesons. This amounts tosome �ne tuning of the p.. WRHD amplitudes as ompared to alulationsavoiding that route, thus helping a little with the �ts. The signs and ap-proximate size of asymmetries in [2, 11℄ do not depend on this �ne tuning,however.4. Relative sign of b1 and b2 amplitudes and PCACAlthough the diret photon�quark oupling approah gives absolute pre-ditions for the pattern of asymmetries in the stati limit, an independenthek on its preditions would be welome, espeially in view of the fat thatthe pattern depends on one single relative sign between the ontributionsfrom diagrams (b1) and (b2). One may wonder whether this sign has been�xed orretly or whether the intermediate states have been treated in a wayonsistent with experiment elsewhere. To answer these questions, we turnto the PCAC redution of p.v. NLHD amplitudes in the limit when pionmomentum k� goes to zero.Diret alulation of the ontribution from W -exhange proesses to thep.v. NLHD amplitudes along the lines of Setion 2 gives the results shownin Table IV. The amplitude b in Table IV is proportional to b used inWRHDs in the previous setion, with the proportionality fator inludinggP =e (ompare Eqs. (1),(3)).



Weak Radiative Deays of Hyperons: Quark Model and Nonloality 1265TABLE IVW -exhange-indued (Hp:v:W ) ontributions to p.v. amplitudes and the orrespond-ing expressions obtained through PCAC redution.hpP jHp:v:W j�+i h�+P jHp:v:W jpiMeson P (q�q) (b1) (b2) PCAC (b1) (b2) PCACu�u � 12b 12b � 12b 12bd �d � 12b 0 0 12bs�s 0 12b � 12b 01p2 (u�u� d �d) 0 12p2b i2F� hpjHp::j�+i � 12p2b 0 � i2F� h�+jHp::jpi1p6 (2u�u� d �d� s�s) � 12p6b 12p6b 0 � 12p6b 12p6b 0From the omparison of the predition of the stati quark model withthe results of the PCAC alulation (also given in Table IV), we see that therelative sign of ontributions from diagrams (b1) and (b2) has to be positive.Indeed, on aount of d$ s symmetry of weak Hamiltonian we havehpjHp::j�+i = h�+jHp::jpi (17)and a negative sign between ontributions (b1) and (b2) would lead to on-tradition with the PCAC desription of p.v. NLHD amplitudes. This isalso seen when P is a U-spin singlet 12 [�0 + p3�8℄. Please note that theformulas obtained by PCAC redution do not depend on any intermediatestates. Thus, for NLHDs the relative positive sign between the two ontri-butions has been on�rmed for k� ! 0 in a way that ompletely avoids usingany intermediate states. Sine within the alulational sheme employed, thedi�erene between NLHDs and WRHDs onsists solely in the replaement ofthe quark pseudosalar urrent by the vetor one, the relative ontributionsfrom diagrams (b1) and (b2) in the p.v. WRHD amplitudes (Table II) mustbe added. In other words, onsisteny with formulas obtained by PCACredution of NLHD amplitudes in the k� ! 0 limit requires that in thislimit the ontributions from diagrams (b1) and (b2) have to be added forthe �+ ! p p.v. amplitude as well (as in Eq. (16)): the k� ! 0 limit isrelevant for both Current-Algebra (CA) soft-pion estimates and for Hara'stheorem. It follows that onsisteny with the PCAC-based desription ofNLHDs requires in partiular that the �0 ! � asymmetry be positive, indisagreement with Ref. [14℄ and hiral approahes [20℄.At this point it is appropriate to disuss the onnetion between theframework onsidered in this paper so far and the standard CA presriptionsupplemented with SU(3)-breaking resonane-indued orretions. Namely,the p.v. NLHD amplitudes A(Bi ! Bf�) are usually desribed in terms of



1266 P. �enzykowskithe ontribution from the CA ommutator plus terms proportional to pionmomentum k�:A(Bi ! Bf�a) = � iF� hBf j[F a5 ;Hp:v:℄jBii+ k�M� : (18)The seond term on the right vanishes in the SU(3) limit k� ! 0. This termis thought to be dominated by the SU(3)-breaking orretions from the in-termediate (70; 1�) resonanes [21℄. Using the properties of the CabibboHamiltonian to replae [F a5 ;Hp:v:℄ with [F a;Hp::℄, and evaluating the on-tribution from resonanes, one obtains:A(Bi ! Bf�a) / h ~Bf jHp::j ~Bii+ onst(Bf ; Bi)� (ms �md) ; (19)where ~Bi(f) denote baryon states, of whih one is obtained from Bi(f) bythe ation of isospin generator Ia and the other is left unhanged. Theleading term (in SU(3) breaking) in Eq. (19) is h ~Bf jHp::j ~Bii. It ontains theW -exhange-indued term h ~Bf jHp::W j ~Bii. It must orrespond to the b1 + b2term obtained in the sheme of this paper at k� ! 0: one might haveassumed that the states jBii; jBf i in between whih the CA ommutator isto be evaluated are the states of the stati quark model.Alternatively, one might saturate the CA ommutator with this part ofontribution from resonanes whih does not vanish in the SU(3) limit. Thatis, one may replae the r.h.s of Eq. (18) with the pole model presription.This amounts to onsidering energy denominators for the intermediate statesin the amplitudes of diagrams (b1) and (b2). When one restrits to the(70; 1�) (B�) resonanes in intermediate states, for � ! N transitionsthese energy denominators are m��mN� for diagram (b1) , and mN �m��for diagram (b2). Assuming m� � mN + (ms �md) ;m�� � mN� + (ms �md) ;mN� �mN = ! = m�� �m� (20)we see that (ms�md) enters with opposite signs into the two denominators.Thus SU(3) orretions to diagrams (b1) and (b2) are of opposite signs:b1 + b2 SU(3) breaking����! b1!! � (ms �md) + b2!! + (ms �md)� b1 + b2 + (b1 � b2)ms �md! : (21)As a result, the symmetry struture of the SU(3)-breaking orretion inEq. (19) is di�erent from the SU(3)-preserving CA term (b1�b2 versus b1+b2).Please ompare the form of the right-hand sides of Eqs. (19) and (21).



Weak Radiative Deays of Hyperons: Quark Model and Nonloality 1267In the approah to WRHDs disussed in [14℄ and in hiral perturbationtheory (ChPT), only the WRHD ounterpart of the b1 � b2 term above isonsidered. In that approah there is no ounterpart to the CA ommutatorterm of NLHDs: the b1 + b2 term in WRHDs is set to zero by hand beauseit is thought to violate gauge invariane. On the other hand, the gauge-invariant sheme of this paper indiates that suh a term (generated bythe replaement of urrent �q5q for NLHDs with urrent �q�q for WRHDs)exists and has symmetry properties orresponding to the sums of b1 andb2 (Table II). Therein lies the di�erene between the genuine quark modelapproah and the standard approah of Ref. [14℄ or more reent ChPT at-tempts.With nonzero b it follows that Hara's theorem must be violated, unlessa good reason for rejeting the WRHD ounterpart to the CA ommutatoris given. One annot laim that this ounterpart to the CA ommutatorviolates gauge invariane: the input into the alulation is gauge-invariantdiret photon�quark oupling and all the steps in the alulation are orret.The (nonzero) b1+b2 term must be present in NLHDs beause it orrespondsto nonzero value of hpjHp::j�+i = h�+jHp::jpi in the quark model in theSU(3) limit. This is in agreement with the present desriptions of NLHDs,in whih the ontribution from the ommutator is nonzero and large. Sub-trating the b1+b2 term in WRHDs while keeping it in NLHDs is ompletelyarbitrary. Thus, the b1+ b2 term should be present in both NLHDs (the CAommutator) and WRHDs (the ounterpart to the CA ommutator).As the p.v. �0 ! � amplitude is due to amplitude b2 only (Table II),a negative sign of the �0 ! � experimental asymmetry would mean thatamplitudes b2 must enter with an additional negative sign, thus signallingthe b1 � b2 struture, and the anellation of b1 and b2 terms for �+ ! p.However, what is more important, a large negative �0 ! � asymmetrywould also mean that either something is badly wrong with the quark-modelmahinery whih onnets the alulations for quark pseudosalar and ve-tor urrents (I rejet this possibility beause it onerns spin properties ofthe quark model), or a ompletely new ontribution reveals itself in WRHDsonly, not only anelling the ounterpart to the CA ommutator, but e�e-tively reversing its sign. There is no hint of what suh a ontribution ouldbe. As mentioned in Setion 2, alulations of the p.v. amplitudes proeedin two steps: (1) evaluation of the admixture of q�q pairs in qqq baryons,and (2) alulation of the matrix elements of urrents �q5q and �q�q in be-tween states with these admixtures. As the latter do not depend on theurrent, there is no reason why the sheme should fail for the vetor urrentwhile being orret for the pseudosalar one. Thus, if the CA ommutator isdominant in NLHDs (the k� ! 0 term dominates), positive �0 ! � asym-



1268 P. �enzykowskimetry is a must. Consequently, negative �0 ! � experimental asymmetrywould signal deep trouble for the quark model. Note also that the violationof Hara's theorem must be related to step (1) above, i.e. to the propertiesof states in the quark model (the interation �q�qA� of step (2) is gaugeinvariant).5. Origin of the violation of Hara's theorem in the quark modelAs disussed, the stati gauge-invariant quark-model alulation un-avoidably violates Hara's theorem. This is in diret on�it with what iseasily proved in hadron-level approah. Before we jump to the onlusionthat there is something wrong with the stati quark model, let us disussthe origin of our result from a di�erent perspetive.We start with the standard hadron-level piture. In this piture hadronsare assumed to be well desribed by an e�etive loal �eld theory. We areinterested in what happens at point k� = 0. This point (as any other point inmomentum spae) orresponds to partiles (baryons, photons) desribed byplane waves. The positions of orresponding partiles are not well de�ned:the partiles may be found anywhere. It might help to think of partiles as�potentially being everywhere�.The stati-limit alulations in the quark model involve juggling spin,�avour and parity (quark�antiquark) indies only (see Eqs. (6),(10),(13),(14),Fig. 1): the quarks themselves are in states of vanishing but de�nite mo-menta. This presription, when interpreted in position spae, orrespondsto the situation in whih positions of quarks �are� arbitrary, i.e. now it isindividual quarks that �are potentially everywhere�. In partiular, this in-ludes on�gurations with baryon quarks �potentially being� arbitrarily faraway from eah other. Suh nonloal quark on�gurations are forbidden inan e�etive hadron-level loal �eld theory, when quarks are assumed to belose to one another. Thus, the stati quark model inludes on�gurationswhih are not and annot be taken into aount in the language of e�etivehadron-level loal �eld theory. Hadron- and quark-level presriptions aregenerially di�erent. Quark-model violation of Hara's theorem must omefrom these nonloal on�gurations.The nonloal on�gurations of baryon quarks may be onsidered una-eptable: their presene is in on�it with the expetations based on theidea of on�nement. We know, however, that in general omposite quan-tum states may exhibit nonloal features. Sine baryons are quantum statesmade out of quarks, the real question is whether we an exlude suh (ad-mittedly weird) on�gurations on the grounds of either experiment or ofgeneral ideas of quantum physis (as opposed to those based on ertaintheoretial expetations)? Consider therefore the situation from the point



Weak Radiative Deays of Hyperons: Quark Model and Nonloality 1269of view of what is measurable. The loser we approah the k� = 0 limit(assuming we an manipulate ms � md), the worse spatial resolution wehave. Consequently, we annot experimentally exlude that in the k� = 0limit, quarks may be thought of as �being� arbitrarily far away from eahother, i.e. that the photon�baryon oupling is intrinsially nonloal. Notethat if experiment is set up to measure momenta it is not meaningful to talkabout hadron position in any other way than with the help of a theory. Thesame applies to the positions of quarks. In order to see small distanes andhek what quark positions �really are�, one has to look �deep into hadrons�.This requires high, not low momenta and amounts to asking a ompletelydi�erent experimental question. Consequently, it is hard to see how onean rejet the violation of Hara's theorem on the grounds of general prini-ples. This interpretation of quark-model results is learly more general thanthe model onsidered: the omposite quark state may ouple to zero-energyphoton in a genuinely nonloal way.Note that the interpretation in terms of quarks �being� arbitrarily faraway naturally follows also when baryon magneti moments are alulatedin the original quark model (f. Eq. (15)). A possible resolution to thisproblem of free quarks, orresponding to the expeted e�etive loal theoryat hadron level, was proposed a long time ago in the form of the on�nementidea. When on�nement is imposed in a way onsistent with the standardexpetations, no lear-ut on�it between naive quark model alulationsand hadron-level expetations emerges for baryon magneti moments. ForWRHDs, however, the preditions of the stati quark model, and thoseof the hadron-level e�etive loal theory, are di�erent. Thus, it appearsthat WRHDs probe in a subtle way the original question of apparent quarkfreedom and unobservability at low energies. For this reason, I think thatthe issue of the violation of Hara's theorem is extremely interesting and veryimportant.There is another way to see that the violation of Hara's theorem requiressome kind of nonloality. Namely, it has been shown in Ref. [9℄ that when theviolation of Hara's theorem with built-in urrent onservation is fored intothe �orset� of e�etive hadron-level loal desription, the eletromagnetiaxial baryoni urrent annot be strongly suppressed at in�nity: the fall-o�must be as slow as 1=r3. This should be ontrasted with models in whihthe assumed exponential suppression of the urrent leads to Hara's theorem.Sine there is no massless hadron, the nonloality disussed in Ref. [9℄ shouldbe thought of as simulating some other kind of nonloality.



1270 P. �enzykowskiOne may argue that the stati alulation is inadequate and that smallomponents of Dira spinors should be taken into aount. Indeed, smallomponents neessarily emerge when quarks are on�ned to a restritedvolume of spae. One may hope that ontributions from these omponentsould anel the stati limit term, thus restoring Hara's theorem. Thismay be so (see, however, Ref. [22℄). The real problem is that one shouldinlude suh terms in other alulations as well. In partiular, they should betaken into aount in the alulations of p.v. meson-baryon ouplings. Therelevant alulations (equivalent to those of Setion 2) were performed byDDH [15℄ in the nonrelativisti (atually stati) limit. Thus, the elebratedDDH results stem from an approah that violates standard ideas abouton�nement.As the photon and vetor-meson p.v. ouplings to baryons are alu-lated using the same quark-level urrent, the Dira strutures of photonand vetor-meson ouplings at hadron level should be idential. The onlygauge-invariant oupling aeptable in loal hadron-level framework is thatinvolving �Bf���5k�Bi (with Bi(f) being baryon bispinors). If Hara's the-orem is satis�ed, also for vetor mesons this struture only should appear.However, the interation �Bf���5k�BiV � is inonsistent with the data onp.v. e�ets in NN interations (see Setion 6).The above arguments suggest that the language of e�etive loal theoriesat hadron level might sometimes onstitute an insu�ient approximation toreality. In other words, the assumption that spin-1=2 baryon may always bewell approximated by a Dira spinor �eld depending on a well-de�ned singlepoint x might be too strong1. Although one ould speulate about possibledeeper origins and impliations of the suspeted limitations of the standardlanguage, suh speulations will be warranted only if large positive value ofthe �0 ! � experimental asymmetry is established.Of ourse, any limitation of the standard hadron-level language doesnot mean that the quark-level theory annot be loal or that individualquarks have to exhibit intrinsi nonloality. The alulation of this paperonstitutes an expliit ounterexample. Point-like interations of the stan-dard model underly the whole piture herein onsidered. It is the questionof proper desription of baryons as omposite states that is being disussedhere. Clearly, an e�etive loal �eld theory at hadron level should onstitutea su�ient approximation for most of the present pratial purposes.1 Field theories of nonloal type have been onsidered as a possible theoretial vehilefor desribing hadrons sine the times of Yukawa [23℄.



Weak Radiative Deays of Hyperons: Quark Model and Nonloality 12716. Dependene of b on SU(3) breaking parameter ms �mdSo far, the (mutually proportional) amplitudes b and b have been non-zero onstants. As the alulation was performed in the SU(3) limit, theseonstants were independent of the SU(3) breaking parameter ms�md. Thiswas also the ase in Ref. [15℄, where the �S = 1 p.v. amplitudes extratedfrom NLHDs (and in partiular, their sale) were used to the desription of�S = 0 nulear p.v. proesses and their sale.Let us assume that experiment on�rms the pattern orresponding tothe sum of b1 and b2, thus indiating spin symmetry between NLHDs andWRHDs at ms 6= md. This does not mean yet that the preeding setionsdesribe the physial situation in a qualitatively orret way. The statiquark model gives preditions at k� = 0, while in the real world k� 6= 0.Still, one suspets that spin symmetry would survive should the masses of sand d quarks be di�erent. Thus, in a theoretial desription in whih quarkmasses are free parameters, let b / b be a funtion of Æ � ms �md (i.e.b ! b(Æ)), whih an be expanded into a series in the viinity of Æ = 0(thus, the form b / b(0) + b0jms �mdj is not allowed). Hara's theorem issatis�ed if b(0) = 0. From symmetry properties under s $ d interhange(Table IV) we see that only nonzero even powers of ms �md may appearin the expansion of b(Æ) and b(Æ). With b(0) = 0, the lowest order termis proportional to (ms � md)2. If b(Æ) = b00Æ2, the relevant hadron-levelstruture of photon�hadron p.v. interation may be written as(ms �md)(b001 + b002) �Bf i���5k�BiA� ; (22)where b001(b002) denotes amplitude for diagram (b1) (diagram (b2)) with the(ms �md)2 fator removed. In Ref. [16℄, a pole model leading to the abovesolution was disussed. Clearly, this way of making positive �0 ! � asym-metry onsistent with Hara's theorem is in on�it with the nonzero valueof the CA ommutator and with the quark model results for hpjHp::j�+i,aording to whih the ontribution ofW -exhange between quarks does notvanish for ms = md. Internal onsisteny requires that for ms = md bothhpjHp::W j�+i and W -exhange ontributions to A(�+ ! p) (Eq. (16)) be-have in the same way in the stati limit: they are either both zero or bothnonzero.Note that if Hara's theorem is to be satis�ed in the SU(3) limit forpositive �0 ! � asymmetry, all p.v. amplitudes must vanish in thislimit (Eq. (22)). This is not the resolution proposed in [14℄ and hiral ap-proahes [4℄, where only the �+ ! p p.v. amplitude vanishes, while thep.v. amplitudes of the remaining three WRHDs stay nonzero. The symme-try struture of the latter approah yields the pattern (�;�;�;�) for theasymmetries of �+ ! p; �! n;�0 ! �, and �+ ! �+ respetively.



1272 P. �enzykowskiSuh symmetry struture might be obtained in the stati limit with diretphoton�quark oupling if the photon were to ouple to quarks through thenonminimal oupling of Eqs. (8),(9). This is not aeptable.Extrating information on b(Æ) for small Æ from the analysis of NLHDsand WRHDs is impossible: with ms �xed, there is no way to hek whetherthe transition amplitudes are proportional to (ms �md)2 or not. Despitethat, it is still possible to get some experimental indiation as to whih ofthe two theoretial solutions: b(0) � b(ms�md) or b(0) = 0, is favoured.In order to see what these indiations are, we reall that the oupling ofphoton to baryon results from  oupling to quark vetor urrent. As dis-ussed in Setion 2, the oupling of U-spin-singlet vetor meson to baryonsresults from its oupling to the same urrent. Sine the whole quark modelmahinery does not depend on the nature of the �eld this urrent is ou-pled to, we onlude that one should be able to get some hints about thepossible dependene of b on ms �md by looking at the �S = 0 p.v. ou-plings of vetor mesons to nuleons. If the fator of (mf �mi)2 is presentin b and b , it follows that all �S = 0 p.v. weak ouplings of mesons tobaryons should be very small. Thus, we should observe nearly vanishingp.v. e�ets in the interations of nuleons. With respet to NLHD-basedSU(3) estimates, they should be down by a fator of the order of at least(mn�mp)2=(mN�m�)2 � (mu�md)2=(ms�md)2 � 10�3 or less dependingon the proess and the preise mass values used. This is not what is exper-imentally observed. The present data on p.v. nulear fores indiate thatthe p.v. ouplings of mesons to nuleons are roughly of the order expetedfrom NLHDs by an SU(3)-symmetri extrapolation, i.e. as if there was no(mf �mi)2 suppression. This is in partiular supported by p.v. e�ets ob-served in pp sattering, whih onstitute the best experimentally establishede�et [15,24,25℄. These data require the presene of a N�5NV � term, andin partiular, nonvanishing ontributions from b diagrams. If these b (andthe so-alled , f. [15℄) diagrams were negligible and only the fatorisationa terms (see [15℄) were allowed, one ould not desribe the p.v. e�et ob-served in pp sattering [25, 26℄. A Ni���k�5NV � term annot desribethe data [25℄ either. This suggests that the oupling of photons need notvanish, unless some additional anellation takes plae. This reasoning isorret, provided p.v. ouplings of vetor mesons to baryons an be or-retly desribed by their evaluation in the stati limit of the quark model.This is how they were estimated in [15℄, where they were also linked throughsymmetry to the soft-pion ontribution to p.v. NLHD amplitudes.It may be that the e�ets observed in nulear parity violation mean thatthe �S = 0 p.v. ouplings of vetor mesons to baryons annot be reliablyestimated in this way. For example it may be argued that in the p.v. nulearfore the ouplings of vetor mesons at k2 = m2� should be used, while the



Weak Radiative Deays of Hyperons: Quark Model and Nonloality 1273sheme of this paper yields them at k2 = 0. Clearly, experimental resultson p.v. nulear fores may be onsidered as a hint only. In the meantime,in order to learn more about WRHDs we have to wait for the results of theKTeV and NA48 experiments on �0 ! � deays [27, 28℄.7. ConlusionsIn this paper we have analysed the assumptions needed to generate theformulas of the VMD approah to WRHDs [2, 10℄. We have shown that alltheir harateristi features are obtained also in an expliitly gauge-invariantquark-level sheme in the limit of stati quarks with diret photon�quarkoupling. Consequently, the laim of Ref. [4℄ that the results of the VMD �SU(6)W sheme of Refs. [2,10℄ (and the violation of Hara's theorem) followfrom a lak of gauge invariane, is inorret.Our analysis shows that the standard pole-model approah of [14℄ andChPT miss a quark-level ontribution, whih we all the WRHD ounterpartto the CA ommutator in NLHDs (the lowest-order term in ChPT). Thisontribution is obtained by replaing the interation of pseudosalar mesonwith the quark pseudosalar urrent by the interation of photon with thequark vetor urrent, i.e. through the use of spin properties of the quarkmodel. The obtained term is gauge invariant and proportional to matrixelements of the CA ommutator in NLHDs. Consequently, the vanishingof the latter matrix elements in between two states of strangeness di�eringby �S = 1 should hold in the ms ! md limit if Hara's theorem is to besatis�ed. Beause these matrix elements are proportional to the elements ofthe p.. weak Hamiltonian in between similar two baryoni states, the lattermatrix elements should also vanish in this limit. However, in quark modelalulations they are non-zero.Detailed analysis of the diret photon�quark approah shows that inthe quark model the pattern of asymmetries predited in Refs. [2, 11℄ isunavoidable. In partiular, large positive �0 ! � asymmetry is neessarilypredited. Any other experimental value for this asymmetry onstitutes aserious problem for the quark model.Negative �0 ! � asymmetry of the (onsistent with Hara's theorem)standard pole model [14℄ and ChPT, annot be obtained in alulations per-formed with stati quarks. Suh alulations, when applied to NLHDs, agreewith the expetations based on the dominane of CA ommutator. If exper-iments �nd negative �0 ! � asymmetry, the disrepany with this paperannot be blamed on the violation of gauge invariane, and would onstitutea serious problem for the quark model. A lose-to-zero experimental valuefor this asymmetry would onstitute another problem.



1274 P. �enzykowskiPositive �0 ! � asymmetry does not mean yet that Hara's theoremmust be violated, but that this is likely. If Hara's theorem is satis�ed, allWRHD amplitudes must vanish in the SU(3) limit. Although we annotvary ms�md, getting experimental information on the ms�md dependeneof theoretial amplitudes is to some extent possible. The experiments inquestion deal with the setor of weak p.v. �S = 0 nulear transitions andindiate a lak of the SU(3) suppression for p.v. weak ouplings of vetormesons to baryons. This hints that there is no suh suppression for photonseither, unless some additional anellations our.We have argued that although the violation of Hara's theorem is in on-�it with standard theoretial Ansätze at hadron level, it does not have tobe unphysial. An interpretation of the quark-model result in terms of anintrinsi baryon nonloality was presented. It was stressed that the issue ofHara's theorem probes the original quark-model question of apparent quarkfreedom and additivity at low energy. It may be that the quark model is anabstration that went too far in assigning partile-like properties to quarks,thus leading us into on�it with the hadron-level desription. However, itmay also be that quark model results should be treated seriously. Measure-ment of the �0 ! � asymmetry will provide ruial information, pointingout either to a serious problem for the quark model or to intrinsi nonlo-ality of baryons when these are probed by low energy photons. Whateverthe resolution, WRHDs should teah us a lot about the quark model in thelow-energy domain, i.e. about the way quarks ombine to form hadrons.I would like to thank A. Horzela and J. Lah for very useful ommentsregarding the presentation of the material of this paper.REFERENCES[1℄ Y. Hara, Phys. Rev. Lett. 12, 378 (1964).[2℄ J. Lah, P. �enzykowski, Int. J. Mod. Phys. A10, 3817 (1995).[3℄ A.N. Kamal, Riazuddin, Phys. Rev. D28, 2317 (1983).[4℄ B. Holstein, Int. J. Mod. Phys. E9, 359 (2000).[5℄ P. �enzykowski, Ata Phys. Pol. B32, 85 (2001).[6℄ gauge-invariane of KR alulation has been agreed upon by Ya. Azimov,private ommuniation, see also [8℄, setion 4, after Eq. (12).[7℄ P. �enzykowski, in Proeedings of Hyperon 99, Fermilab-Conf-00/059-E,eds. D.A. Jensen, E. Monnier, p. 69.[8℄ Ya. Azimov, Z. Phys. A359, 75 (1997).[9℄ P. �enzykowski, Phys. Rev. D60, 018901 (1999); Reply to this Comment isbased on mathematially and logially inorret argument, see [5℄.
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